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Abstract 

This study discusses such aspects of EMC filters high frequency parasitic parameters as- three phase power 

filter parasitic parameter indirect measurement and extraction, 3D electromagnetic field modeling of filter 

component mutual couplings, filter inductive and capacitive component measurement techniques and 

measurement errors. The study describes novel three phase filter parasitic parameter extraction 

methodology. Three novel EMI power filter capacitor models for 3D electromagnetic field modeling are 

presented. EMI filter inductive component analysis is carried out using 3D electromagnetic field modeling. 

Mutual coupling reduction techniques in EMI power filters are developed and analyzed based on 3D 

electromagnetic field modeling. All modeling results are verified carrying out prototype measurements.   
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Introduction 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the ability of a system to function reliably in the presence of 

significant levels of EMI and at the same time to limit its internally generated EMI to avoid interference 

with the operation of other systems around it. EMC has become a key challenge for designers. Throughout 

the world the EMC regulations have been established on products entering their respective markets. EMC 

compliance of a product has become a major factor defining its acceptance. EMI effects are not only an 

annoyance but can also be destructive. Effects can range from annoying picture disturbances on TV sets to 

an aero plane crash due to an EMI related flight control failure. EMI cannot be completely eliminated but 

can be attenuated to safe levels recommended by the International Special Committee on Radio Interference 

(CISPR). Most of the countries, especially the EU and US, have regulatory bodies that set EMC regulations 

based on CISPR recommendations. In Europe the national regulatory bodies of member countries operate 

within the scope of the EMC Directive issued by the European Commission, while in the US, the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) is the guiding body. Most regulating agencies throughout the world 

have thus established measurement standards specifying the evaluation of conducted EMI at frequencies up 

to 30 MHz, with a separate set of standards applicable above 30 MHz for radiated EMI.EMC is also defined 

as the capability of two or more electrical devices to operate simultaneously without mutual interference. 

Principles of EMC are given by Keiser (1987).To avoid the interference at higher system level, a system has 
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tofunction reliably in the occurrence of a noise generating source and has to limit the internally generated 

EMI. For this purpose, intentionally regulatory bodies have recommended acceptable emission levels 

(Kodali 1985). 

3D Modeling of Filter Components 

The starting point for PEEC-based modeling of a full EMI filter structure is the development of 3D PEEC-

based models of passive filter components. PEEC models are extracted from the 3D geometry of 

components, adjusting the input parameters so that a good matching between the simulated and the 

measured electrical properties of the component is achieved. Subsequently, the correct modeling of the 

mutual coupling effect is then verified by transfer function measurements. 

Literature Review 

H. Hasegawa, (2011) The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analysis of electromagnetic interference 

(EMI) filter circuits using 3-D numerical modeling by the partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method 

represents the central topic of this study. The PEEC-based modeling method is introduced as a useful tool 

for the prediction of the high frequency performance of EMI input filters, which is affected by PCB 

component placement and self- and mutual-parasitic effects. Since the measuring of all these effects is 

rather difficult and time consuming, the modeling and simulation approach represents a valuable design aid 

before building the final hardware prototypes. The parasitic cancellation techniques proposed in the 

literature are modeled by the developed PEEC-boundary integral method (PEEC-BIM) and then verified by 

the transfer function and impedance measurements of the L-C and C-L-C filter circuits. Good agreement 

between the PEEC-BIM simulation and the measurements is achieved in a wide frequency range. The 

PEEC-BIM method is implemented in an EMC simulation tool Gecko EMC. The main task of the presented 

research is the exploration of building an EMC modeling environment for virtual prototyping of EMI input 

filters and power converter systems. 

T. Doumoto, (2012) The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analysis of electromagnetic interference 

(EMI) filter circuits using 3-D numerical modeling by the partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method 

represents the central topic of this study. The PEEC-based modeling method is introduced as a useful tool 

for the prediction of the high frequency performance of EMI input filters, which is affected by PCB 

component placement and self- and mutual-parasitic effects. Since the measuring of all these effects is 

rather difficult and time consuming, the modeling and simulation approach represents a valuable design aid 

before building the final hardware prototypes. The parasitic cancellation techniques proposed in the 

literature are modeled by the developed PEEC-boundary integral method (PEEC-BIM) and then verified by 

the transfer function and impedance measurements of the L-C and C-L-C filter circuits. Good agreement 

between the PEEC-BIM simulation and the measurements is achieved in a wide frequency range. The 

PEEC-BIM method is implemented in an EMC simulation tool Gecko EMC. The main task of the presented 
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research is the exploration of building an EMC modeling environment for virtual prototyping of EMI input 

filters and power converter systems. 

 

MUTUAL COUPLING MODELING BETWEEN INDUCTORS 

 

 

Figure .1 a) PCB prototype for mutual inductance measurements between inductors, b) PCB 3D 

model in CST MWS 

 

For measurements, PCB prototype board, shown in Figure.1 is used. Two inductors are mounted in three 

different positions and in two different distances, from each other. All three positions are shown in Figure 2, 

where inductors are positioned in 30mm distance, from each other (distance is measured from toroid core 

center). There is also modeled and measured situation, if the inductors are positioned in 55mm distance, 

from each other. Prototype PCB is connected to two port vector network analyzer and S-parameters are 

measured. Coupling between the two inductors results in change of S21 - forward transfer coefficient. 

Measurement results compared to modeling results are presented in Figure.3. Measurement results show 

that there is small difference in S21 (few dB), between two distances - 30mm and 55mm. Measurement and 

modeling results agree very well, even the resonances are modeled quite well in frequency range 20MHz-

60MHz. To evaluate which inductor position delivers the worst coupling, measurementresults are regrouped 

in Figure. 4. PCB measurement results without inductors mounted on it are included in Figure.3 as a 

reference. It appears that there is little difference between transfer coefficients S21 of all three positions. 

Position 3 has the highest coupling, but it is only 3dB higher than position 1 transfer coefficient, that 

appears the worst coupling result. PCB without components provides only 3dB lower coupling than position 

1. 
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Figure 2. Three different positions of inductors, if distance between them is 30mm: a) Position 1, prototype, b) 

position 2, prototype, c) position 3, prototype, d) position 1, 3D model, e) position 2, 3D model, f) position 3, 3D 

model. 

 

Figure 3. Coupling measurement results between two inductors placed in position1, position 2, 

position 3 in 30mm distance. 

 

These results are not in contrary to recommendations in literature [1] and other, that defines components 

aligned perpendicularly creates lower coupling. In case of used inductors, component leads are spaced in the 

way that rotation of component does not considerably change the cross section area in plane between two 

inductors. Interaction betweeninductors is mainly due to mutual coupling created by inductor leads formed 

loops, not from inductor itself, as toroidal core is used to keep leakage inductance low. Inductors could be 

replaced by PEC loops, adding lumped elements in series to represent high inductor impedance. But this 

approach is not stright forward as in frequency range over couple MHz inductor structure starts to play 

important role, creating parasitic capacitance to nearby objects. It should be noted that reason of 
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measurements and modeling was not to discover optimized positioning of inductors on PCB, but to verify 

CST studio usability in mutual coupling modeling between two inductors on PCB. Mutual coupling between 

two inductors can be analyzed in sense of impedance. 

Mutual coupling reduction between two inductors 

It is possible to reduce mutual coupling between two inductors mounted on PCB in close distance using 

various techniques. One of the possibilities is to use shielding between two inductors and ground plane on 

PCB. Ground plane and shielding have been analyzed in case if two capacitors are mounted in close 

proximity. It was discovered that it is very important to connect shielding to ground plane in whole length 

with low impedance connection. Similar approaches have been used in mutual coupling reduction between 

to inductors. In this case modeling was used before real prototype measurements, to select efficient 

shielding design and reduce time for shielding technique development. Afterwards, measurements were 

carried out to verify applied shielding techniques. 

There are three mutual reduction techniques analyzed: 

1) application of ground plane (GND); 

2) application of ground plane and shielding (shielding is raised 1mm above ground plane and 

connected in two points to the ground plane); 

3) Application of ground plane and shielding (shielding is soldered to the ground plane in whole 

length). 

All three shielding technique 3D models are presented. 3D models are represented as surface current 

modeling results, to give overview of shielding technique impact on surface currents and close fields. 

Inductor ferrite cores are not shown in 3D models as surface current is modeled only in conductors. 

Conclusion 

There is a coupling between two inductors placed in printed circuit boards. The interaction between the 

inductors is mainly due to the mutual coupling produced by the inductive cables formed by the loops and 

not by the inductor itself, since the toroidal core is used to maintain the low stray inductance. The inductors 

could be replaced by PEC loops, adding elements grouped in series to represent the high impedance of the 

inductor. But this approach is not rigorous, since in the frequency range in MHz torque the inductor 

structure starts to play an important role and creates parasitic capacitance for nearby objects. The position of 

the inductor has insignificant influence on the amplitude of the coupling, but this conclusion can not be 

extended to other situations, since the coupling depends to a large extent on the impedance of the inductor. 

In cases where the inductor has low inductance, positioning can have a significant impact on the coupling. 
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The comparison of the coupled measuring inductances and the simulation results shows that the transfer 

coefficients can be predicted very accurately with the MSW CST modeling. 
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